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Human-Level Learning of Driving Primitives through 
Bayesian Nonparametric Statistics

Abstract: Understanding and imitating human driver behavior has benefited 
for autonomous driving in terms of perception, control, and decision-making. 
However, the complexity of multi-vehicle interaction behavior is far messier 
than human beings can cope with because of the limited prior knowledge and 
capability of dealing with high-dimensional and large-scale sequential data. In 
this talk, I will present a novel concept with a hierarchical framework, called 
traffic primitives – the fundamental building blocks of driving behavior scenarios 
in a temporal space, which would be one of the ways to address tasks such as 
automatically understanding and modeling complex driving scenarios in a 
human-level semantic way without any prior knowledge required. In the second 
part of the talk, I will also give some applications on how Bayesian 
nonparametric statistics can be used to do driving behavior analysis and 
modeling, such as car-following driving style analysis and multi-vehicle 
interaction pattern learning at challenging scenarios.
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